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 Dr. Ali Torveau knows just how fragile life can Dr. Ali Torveau knows just how fragile life can
be&#151;she sees death and tragedy every day inbe&#151;she sees death and tragedy every day in
the trauma unit. Battling the dark forces of fate isthe trauma unit. Battling the dark forces of fate is
her life’s work and she doesn’t want or needher life’s work and she doesn’t want or need
anything else, certainly nothing as transient as love.anything else, certainly nothing as transient as love.
Plenty of women try to change her mind, but shePlenty of women try to change her mind, but she
never has any trouble saying no. Not until the daynever has any trouble saying no. Not until the day
firefighter Beau Cross shows up in her ER and setsfirefighter Beau Cross shows up in her ER and sets
Ali’s carefully ordered world aflame.Ali’s carefully ordered world aflame.
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Safe Kids, Smart Parents: What Parents Need toSafe Kids, Smart Parents: What Parents Need to
Know to Keep Their Children SafeKnow to Keep Their Children Safe

 Leading family psychologist and personal therapist Leading family psychologist and personal therapist
to Jaycee Dugard, Rebecca Bailey tells parents howto Jaycee Dugard, Rebecca Bailey tells parents how
to keep their children safe in this accessible, must-to keep their children safe in this accessible, must-
have guidebook, with a foreword by Terry Probyn,have guidebook, with a foreword by Terry Probyn,
Jaycee's mother.Whether their children are toddlersJaycee's mother.Whether their children are toddlers
or teens, six years old or sixteen,or teens, six years old or sixteen,

A Kid's Guide to Creating Web Pages for HomeA Kid's Guide to Creating Web Pages for Home
and Schooland School

 Most students are familiar with the World Wide Most students are familiar with the World Wide
Web, but few are familiar with the primaryWeb, but few are familiar with the primary
underlying technology that makes it possible: HTML.underlying technology that makes it possible: HTML.
A Kid’s Guide to Creating Web Pages for HomeA Kid’s Guide to Creating Web Pages for Home
and School is designed for those who have grownand School is designed for those who have grown
up with computers but who have never had theup with computers but who have never had the
chance to crechance to cre

Sizzling in Singapore: A Carnal Cuisine NovelSizzling in Singapore: A Carnal Cuisine Novel

 Chef de cuisine Mae Whitten is forced to step into Chef de cuisine Mae Whitten is forced to step into
the executive chef's job when her boss goes AWOLthe executive chef's job when her boss goes AWOL
in this steamy contemporary romance. She's ain this steamy contemporary romance. She's a
focused professional in the world of fire and knivesfocused professional in the world of fire and knives
and the lone woman in a major hotel chain's kitchenand the lone woman in a major hotel chain's kitchen
full of testosterone-driven colleagues. She keepsfull of testosterone-driven colleagues. She keeps

Green for Life: The Updated Classic on GreenGreen for Life: The Updated Classic on Green
Smoothie NutritionSmoothie Nutrition

 Everyone knows they need to eat more fruits and Everyone knows they need to eat more fruits and
vegetables, but consuming even the minimum FDA-vegetables, but consuming even the minimum FDA-
recommended five servings a day can berecommended five servings a day can be
challenging. In Green for Life, raw foods pioneerchallenging. In Green for Life, raw foods pioneer
Victoria Boutenko presents an overlookedVictoria Boutenko presents an overlooked
powerhouse of nutrition in this equation: greens. Forpowerhouse of nutrition in this equation: greens. For
their bounty of minetheir bounty of mine
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What others say about this ebook:What others say about this ebook:

Review 1:Review 1:
I couldn't put this one down until I finished it. Well written.I couldn't put this one down until I finished it. Well written.

 Review 2: Review 2:
Is there another book before Trauma Alert, I feel like I was missing something other wise it was aIs there another book before Trauma Alert, I feel like I was missing something other wise it was a
great book. I have read again, it kept me on the edge, I couldn't put it down.great book. I have read again, it kept me on the edge, I couldn't put it down.

 Review 3: Review 3:
This was a good story. I like the characters. My qualms were that it had a pretty significantThis was a good story. I like the characters. My qualms were that it had a pretty significant
cheesiness factor with the characters falling in love pretty quickly, and that there were a fewcheesiness factor with the characters falling in love pretty quickly, and that there were a few
dramatic life endangerment moments that conveniently brought the characters together.dramatic life endangerment moments that conveniently brought the characters together.
If you're a romantic person, then you'll probably enjoy this book because it was definitely wellIf you're a romantic person, then you'll probably enjoy this book because it was definitely well
written and had an enjoyable plot to provide a little adventure.written and had an enjoyable plot to provide a little adventure.
However, if you're like me, and aren't the romantic type, then this might be a little cliché. I doHowever, if you're like me, and aren't the romantic type, then this might be a little cliché. I do
enjoy romance novels, but this one didn't stand out to me as much.enjoy romance novels, but this one didn't stand out to me as much.

 Review 4: Review 4:
Loved itLoved it

 Review 5: Review 5:
Loved this book ! Could hardly put it down.. Great read and again would love a followup to thisLoved this book ! Could hardly put it down.. Great read and again would love a followup to this
story line.story line.
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